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Growth Marketing Audits are like finding
rocket fuel for growing your business.
If you want to optimize your marketing, you need to start by establishing your baseline. And you do that by
taking a hard look at your current marketing activities. Then you know exactly where you stand, where you
want to be, and how you’ll get there.
I refer to the baseline assessment process as a growth marketing audit. I consider auditing ground zero for
every strategic marketing plan, including our own. Why? Because audits allow you to see what’s working
and what needs to improve. By creating an in-depth picture of your current situation, you’ll be able to spot
new opportunities and develop a more effective plan for reaching your goals.
Now, don’t get me wrong: Conducting a comprehensive marketing audit can be confusing and even a bit
overwhelming. That’s why I created this e-book. Each section will include clear steps and the logic behind
each audit.
First-time audits are always a little intimidating, but I'm here to help. By the time you’ve completed this
eBook, you’ll find the insights are well worth the deep dive because a marketing audit empowers you to
create powerful, insight-driven strategies.
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CHAPTER 1

Analytics Audit & Tracking Inspection
Growth audits are comprised of a series of smaller audits broken down under different
departmental functions. We’ll start with the analytics audit. Analytics are vital to understanding
performance. You don’t know what you don’t know, and analytics programs provide valuable
insights into how prospects and consumers engage with your brand. In this section, we’ll cover
everything you need to know in order to conduct a thorough analytics audit, including how to
check your event tracking setup and website performance/visitor engagement.
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TRACKING
A key component of any analytics audit is to make sure that you’re tracking how users
engage with your brand online.
Check installed marketing tag and tools
Begin your analytics audit by checking your installed marketing tags and tools. Marketing tags (otherwise
known as pixels) are pieces of computer code that gather data about how people behave on your website.
These metrics might include time on site or pages visited. The tags relay that information to your analytics
platforms, which then aggregate and analyze the data.
There are several great tracking tools out there, the most well-known of which is Google Analytics. I like
SumoMe for growing your email list and Hotjar for capturing exactly where users scroll and click. Hubspot is
useful for customer relationship management (CRM), and VWO is fantastic because it allows you to conduct
A/B testing without needing to code or develop any programs yourself.
Then, of course, there’s Facebook Pixel, which provides consumer insights and enables ad retargeting. You’ll
likely use a combination of these to ensure you’re getting as in-depth a picture of consumer engagement
as possible.
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Now, here’s how to ensure the appropriate tags and tools are installed:
STEP 1
Get these two Chrome extensions:
Google Tag Assistant - to check if Google tools are installed properly and Ghostery - to see what other
tracking, analytics and advertising tools are implemented on the site.
STEP 2
Review the tracking tags loaded through Google Tag Assistant or Ghostery.
Once you’ve installed Google Tag Assistant or Ghostery, you should begin seeing which tracking tags
are loading and what they’re capturing. And here’s a bonus: you can use these same tools to figure
out which programs your competitors use and make sure you’re capturing the same (or better) data.
Once the proper tracking tags are in
place, you’ll be able to gather visitor
data and funnel it into the appropriate
tools, whether those are specific to
analytics, marketing, sales, or testing.
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Check current tracking via Tag Assistant
A conversion event refers to any digital, customer-initiated interaction. Events include adding to cart,
buying a product, or signing up for a newsletter. Sharing a page on social media, filling out a form,
commenting on a post, and even page views count as events.
These events are the meat of your marketing data. You want to know which pages and channels
convert so you can double down on what’s working.
Here’s how to ensure your conversion events are tagged and tracked:
STEP 1
Enable the Tag Assistant and hit “record.”
Tick the “follow recording links across tabs” option. Then refresh the page.
STEP 2
Review which profile IDs are loading.
You can check this again later to verify that you’ve been given access to the right account.
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STEP 3
Walk through the customer journey.
Now that you’re recording via Tag Assistant, you’ll want to walk through the steps of a site visitor
that turns into a customer.
STEP 4
Review log.
Now that the journey is recorded, review the log an make sure all key tags are firing for the relevant
stages in the customer journey.

Check a conversion event in Facebook Pixel Helper
STEP 1
Open the Facebook Pixel Helper.
STEP 2
Look for your recent action.
With the email example, we fired a Lead event by submitting an email address. If we had fired
something more complex or custom, we’d see the attributes here as well.
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STEP 3
Repeat the process for every conversion type on the site.

Cross check event tracking in Google Analytics
It’s important that conversion events are visible in your analytics account so that your data can be
integrated into your broader insight-gathering capacities. You’ll also want to make sure your events
are firing more often than they should, as this will pollute your data.
STEP 1
Open Google Analytics and select Real Time on the left nav bar
STEP 2
Click the Events tab.
STEP 3
When the Events tab opens, you’ll see a real time view of the last 30 seconds.
You’ll also see details for Event Category, Event Action, and Active Users.
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STEP 4
Test your event triggers by walking through the customer journey and you should see each
event fire in real time.
If any fire more often than they should - revisit the implementation or enlist a developer to help.

How custom events can solve common event-tracking problems
As you review your event tracking systems, you may discover that some conversion events aren’t
immediately available as goals in the Google Analytics platform. When you encounter these, create custom
events to track specific activities like document downloads, starting a video, playing an audio track, or
interacting with a particular widget.
As an example, let’s say we have a free demo call-to-action (CTA) button on my website's homepage. When
visitors click the button, a new lead window opens. But when I checked Google Tag Manager, I noticed
clicking the button doesn’t trigger a recording of that event. Because clicking the button fires an interstitial
element, it doesn’t actually open a new page, and Google wasn’t recognizing it.
We can get around that barrier by creating a custom event that Google Tag Manager that would recognize
and capture. If you need to create custom events, we highly recommend getting your developer to add the
code to your website.
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WEBSITE PERFORMANCE
In this section, I’ll show you how to audit the current performance of your website to
help you identify acquisition and conversion opportunities.
Find where your traffic is coming from
Once your events are being tagged correctly, turn your attention to traffic location to discern whether
you’re driving traffic from the markets you seek to serve. If there’s a discrepancy, you need to know
about it as soon as possible to figure out where you’re misfiring in your messaging.
To check your traffic location:
STEP 1
In Google Analytics go to Audience Tab, then click on Geo, and Location.
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STEP 2
Next, look for underperforming locations that get much traffic (maybe they’re getting too
much ad budget) and overperforming locations that get little traffic (you should either start
advertising there or if you already are, then move more ad budget there).

Look for traffic trends
Move on and check how the traffic to your site has changed over time and compare it to a previous period
To check your traffic location:

Pay attention to any recurring trends, and how different factors such as events and seasonality affects
traffic to your site.
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Gather user demographics
Use this report to learn about the share of age and gender groups that visit your site. This can help
you tailor your messaging and creatives, as well as help you develop audiences you’d like to target in
your ad campaigns.

Check your goals setup in Google Analytics
At this point, you’ve checked your tags, verified conversion event capture, and are drawing good data
on your traffic. Now it’s time to check your goal recording settings:
STEP 1
Go to Admin tab and then Goals.
Here you can see all goals that have been set up.
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STEP 2
Select a goal to check if it’s set up properly.
Make sure all steps URLs of your goals
are spelled out correctly (when using the
funnel option).

Check performance of traffic by device type
To stay competitive in the digital age, you need a mobile-friendly site that drives increasing volumes
of mobile traffic. Here’s how to gather that all-important data:
STEP 1
Under the Audience tab in Google Analytics, scroll down to the Mobile option.
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STEP 2
Select Overview.

Check new vs. returning traffic
Are you building a loyal following? You can check by looking at your new vs. returning traffic.
Here’s how:
STEP 1
From the Audience tab in Google Analytics, scroll down to Behavior.
STEP 2
Under Behavior, click New vs. Returning.
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Pro Tip
In general, mobile traffic
performs worse than desktop
and tablet traffic but be
wary if these differences are
suspiciously large. For instance,
if 99.16% of revenue comes
from desktops, despite mobile
driving over 30% of traffic,
your campaign budget needs
to be adjusted accordingly and
mobile experience looked into.
Ankit Bagga
Growth Consultant

Returning users usually engage more with your site and convert at a higher rate. This is because they
already know your company and trust you more.

Find your most popular pages
It’s always helpful to know which pages generate the most engagement. To find out:
STEP 1
Go to the Google Analytics Behavior tab.
STEP 2
Scroll down and click Site Content, then click All Pages.
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The data you see will provide an idea of where to focus your efforts in terms of user experience
and conversion testing. For instance, if one piece of content or a specific page drives more
conversions than others, you’ll know to leverage that resource more often to bring visitors into
your funnel.
If your 2000+ words article has an average time on page of 30 seconds, it’s a sign that something’s
not right. Maybe the beginning is boring or it’s just not what visitors expected after reading the
title? Or the text is structured in a way that discourages people from continuing to read it?

Which pages people land on the most
If you’re driving paid traffic to your site, you should aim to send it to custom landing pages to deliver
the most relevant content. This report will show you which landing pages perform best and which
need your attention.
STEP 1
Go to the Google Analytics Behavior tab.
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STEP 2
Click Site Content, then Landing Pages.

In the example above, the second page converts over 38x worse than site average. It’s a clear sign that
this is not a good point of entering the site if we aim for conversions. We should either send traffic to
other pages or optimize this one so that more people will convert after landing on it.

Investigate performance by channel
Next, see which channels are driving the most traffic to your website and how they are performing.
You’ll not only analyze your top traffic sources, but also see how each channel performs compared to
one another. Here’s how to view performance by channel:
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STEP 1
Open Google Analytics and click on the Acquisition tab.
STEP 2
Select All Traffic, then Source/Medium.

From this report we learn that almost 80% of our revenue comes from Google search traffic
(organic and paid). Best converting channel is Bing but brings little volume of traffic so it is a good
idea to get the most out of it’s ad platform.
Performance by channel tracking is essential to your marketing audit: You need to know whether
there are huge differences in traffic and conversion by channel. Without that information, you end up
overinvesting in underperforming strategies and miss opportunities on higher-converting campaigns.
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Use sensible UTM naming conventions
If you don’t take the time to establish a clear, ubiquitous naming system, you’ll find it
difficult to track data and gather meaningful insights.
Start with a simple naming convention, but as your marketing efforts become more complex,
you’ll likely need to move to an ID model. Our system at Ladder uses “T” for tests, “A” for
audience, and “C” for any creative materials we use in our AdWords tests. Therefore, a given
test might be named T-1-a1-c1. This makes it easy for relevant team members to collaborate
and follow what’s going on.
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Make sure UTM parameters are pushed into your CRM
UTM tags help you track leads so you can nurture them throughout the funnel. Oftentimes,
marketers are clueless as to what happens to leads once they sign up. Meanwhile, the sales
team sees an influx of prospects without any information about where they came from. UTM
tags can provide both with important context.
To complete this step, check if your landing page builder supports hidden fields. If so, you’ll
want to create hidden fields for utm_source, utm_medium, and utm_campaign.

*NOTE: For pushing UTMs into your email service provider (i.e MailChimp) you’ll want
to create a few new list fields and use merge tags instead of UTM params

Check page load speed
Loading time is a key factor deciding if people will abandon your page prematurely. Each
second of delay in page response strongly affects website conversion rates and your SEO
rankings.
To check how fast (or slow) pages load we use GTmetrix, which gives us information about
page load, page size and the amount of requests that are being pulled from your website.
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We use GTmetrix because it uses fully loaded time, which is more accurate than onload time displayed by other tools such as
Pingdom. Fully loaded time is the point after the onload event fires and there has been no network activity for 2 seconds
You should aim for these
numbers to be as low as possible.
GTmetrix will also show you
the fixes you should make to
your website to improve it’s
load time.

You can also view load times in Google Analytics. Simply go to Behavior Tab, then select Site Speed and Page Timings, you
will see the average page load speed and which pages load too slow.
In this example, you’ll see that
the most popular pages load
almost 70% slower than site
average!
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Getting started with your analytics audit
Now it’s time for you to give it a try. Here’s a quick recap of the tools you’ll need and what you’ll need to check during your
analytics audit.

Tools You’ll Need:

Analytics Audit Checklist:

Google Analytics

Check installed marketing tags/tools

Check performance of traffic by device type

Google Tag Manager

Track conversion events

Check new vs. returning traffic

Check a conversion event in Google Tag Assistant

Find your most popular pages

Check a conversion event in Facebook Pixel Helper

Which pages people land on the most

How custom events can solve common
event problems

Investigate performance by channel

Find where your traffic is coming from
Look for traffic trends

Make sure UTM parameters are pushed into
your CRM

Gather user demographics

Check page load speed

Check your goals setup in Google Analytics
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Use sensible UTM naming conventions

CHAPTER 2

Competitor Analysis
You can use analytics tools to analyze your business’ website, but what about your
competitors? I recommend using SimilarWeb and SpyFu to get insights on your competitors
traffic volume, engagement, sources, as well as keywords they rank for.
Now, the benefit of a competitor analysis is to give you an understanding of where your success
metrics lie in relation to those who would steal your customers. Additionally, they provide
interesting insights into channels you might not have considered, backlinks worth acquiring, and
keywords worth ranking or paying for.
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Compare your website traffic against your competitors
STEP 1
Log into SimilarWeb (a free account should be fine).
STEP 2
Enter a URL into the search bar in the top nav.
STEP 3
Click the blue ‘Compare’ CTA and add your competitor URLs
STEP 4
Then, navigate to Website Analysis > Website Overview> Website Audience > Total Visits.
Here you’ll find comparative breakdowns by traffic volume, devices, etc.
Does anything stand out?
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Compare your engagement against your competitors
STEP 1
Log into SimilarWeb (a free account should be fine).
STEP 2
Enter a URL into the search bar in the top nav.
STEP 3
Click the blue ‘Compare’ CTA and add your competitor URLs
STEP 4
Then, navigate to Website Analysis > Website Overview > Website Audience >
Engagement
Compare competitors website engagement metrics with your website engagement.
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Pro Tip
If you see from this report that
some of your competitors are
exceptionally good in some
metric, you can then analyze their
websites to learn what they are
doing well to get to such a high
number and later replicate it on
your website.
Ankit Bagga
Growth Consultant

Compare your traffic channels against your competitors
STEP 1
Log into SimilarWeb (a free account should be fine).
STEP 2
Enter a URL into the search bar in the top nav.
STEP 3
Click the blue ‘Compare’ CTA and add your competitor URLs
STEP 4
Then, navigate to Website Analysis > Website Overview> Marketing Mix > Channels Overview
Check which channels your competitors use to generate traffic to their websites.

If you see that some of your competitors generate significant shares of traffic from channels that
you’re not using, it’s a clear sign that you should test them too. The more well-known a brand is,
the higher share of traffic will come to their site directly.
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Compare social traffic against your competitors
STEP 1
Log into SimilarWeb (a free account should be fine).
STEP 2
Enter a URL into the search bar in the top nav.
STEP 3
Click the blue ‘Compare’ CTA and add your competitor URLs
STEP 4
Then, navigate to Website Analysis > Website Overview > Social > Social Traffic
Which social platforms are most utilized by your competitors?

If you omitted e.g. Reddit because you thought that your target audience doesn’t hang out there
but one of your competitors is consistently getting a large share of their traffic from this channel, it
means that you should test it too.
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Compare display traffic against your competitors
STEP 1
Log into SimilarWeb (a free account should be fine).
STEP 2
Enter a URL into the search bar in the top nav.
STEP 3
Click the blue ‘Compare’ CTA and add your competitor URLs
STEP 4
Then, navigate to Website Analysis > Website Overview> Display Advertising > Display Network
Which display networks are most used by your competition?

If you’re advertising only using Google Display Network but notice that other companies are getting
significant traffic from other networks, then you may want to try them too to capture that audience.
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Map your keyword universe
Use SpyFu to check the exact organic keywords that your competitors rank on and you don’t, so that
you will be able to create content relevant to these keywords.
STEP 1
Open SpyFu and enter the name or web domain of your main competitor.
STEP 2
Click the SEO Research tab and open the Kombat (Shared Organic Keywords) section.
STEP 3
Enter the name of two of your top competitors and click Fight.
From here, you’ll be able to view your keyword universe (i.e. all the keywords your website and
competitors rank for), as well as weaknesses (i.e. keywords your competitors rank for, but not you),
and exclusive keywords (i.e. keywords you rank for, but your competitors don’t).
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Compare your keywords to competitors over time
Next, see how the number of keywords you and your competitors rank for have been changing over time.
STEP 1
Open SpyFu and enter the name or web domain of your main competitor.
STEP 2
Go to the Keyword Research tab and open the SEO overview.
STEP 3
Scroll down to the Top Organic Competitors section to see how many keywords you and your
competitors rank for overtime.
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Getting started with your competitor analysis
Now it’s time for you to give it a try. Here’s a quick recap of the tools you’ll need and what you’ll need to check during your
competitor analysis.

Tools You’ll Need:

Competitor Analysis Checklist:

SimilarWeb

Compare your website traffic against your competitors

SpyFu

Compare your engagement against your competitors
Compare your traffic channels against your competitors
Compare social traffic against your competitors
Compare display traffic against your competitors
Map your keyword universe
Compare your keywords to competitors over time
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CHAPTER 3

Search Engine Optimization (SEO) Audit
There are no hard and fast rules for SEO audits because every company is different. Your SEO
priorities are unique to your goals, so I'm not going to tell you exactly what to focus on.
However, I am going to walk you through the SEO audit process, which you can apply to your
organization’s needs. Let’s get started.
An SEO audit covers three major areas:
Accessibility: Can Google crawl your site and parse what it’s about?
Relevancy: Do you have content relevant to your search terms?
Authority: Are influential and respected sources linking to you?
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ACCESSIBILITY
To rank well on Google, the search engine must be able to read your website and
determine what it’s about. If your code and content are written in a way that prevents
Google from finding the information it needs, your search rank will decline. UX often
affects your rank, too, though we’ll touch on that a bit later.
Here’s how to check the accessibility of your site.
Check for site errors in Google Search Console
If you want to rank organically on Google, make sure it can crawl your site without running into errors.
Fortunately, Google does a great job of telling you what’s wrong — and how to fix it — in the free
Google Search Console (formerly Webmaster Tools). Here’s how to use this tool:
STEP 1
Open Google Search Console.
STEP 2
Look for the Crawl Errors section under Current Status.
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STEP 3
Review Error list.
Under Site Errors, you’ll see prompts for DNS, Server
connectivity, and Robots.txt.fetch. A checkmark in a green
circle indicates that your site is free of that particular error.

A quick note about robot.txt
This is an instruction file that Google, along with other search engines
and bots, uses to identify which pages to crawl and which to ignore. This
is useful if there are pages you don’t want appearing in search engines or
that put you at risk for incurring ranking penalties. You don’t absolutely
need a robots.txt file, but it benefits you to have one.
The simplest version, which allows all bots to visit all pages, looks like this:
User-agent: *
Disallow:
You’ll need your developer to save it at yourwebsite.com/robots.txt.
If we wanted to disallow a single page, such as our terms and conditions,
the file would look like this:
User-agent: *
Disallow: /pages/terms
You can also disallow entire folders using the following code:
User-agent: *
Disallow: /pages/

Ankit Bagga
Growth Consultant
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Check for URL errors
If Google warns you about crawl errors such as 44 Server Errors and 88 Not Found issues, here’s what to do:
STEP 1
From the Google Search Console dashboard, click into Crawl Errors.
STEP 2
Review the list of server errors.
This is a list of pages Google tried to crawl unsuccessfully. This can happen if pages were previously
indexed on an old version of your site. It can also occur if users enter URLs that mistakenly resolve
instead of hitting a 404 error.
STEP 3
Mark issues as resolved in Google Search Console.
STEP 4
Move on to the “Not Found” tab.
These are pages that no longer exist
or have been renamed. You can either
write code that 301 redirects the
outdated URL to a new page, or you
can redirect all nonexistent URLs to
your website’s homepage
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Check your crawl stats

Pro Tip

Checking crawl errors is important, but so is checking crawl stats. These tell you how often
Google is crawling your site and how many pages it hits. When you first launch your site and
don’t have many links to it, you’ll notice a pretty low crawl rate. But for a site like ours, which
has about 500 pages, we expect more robust stats.

Your crawl stats become
increasingly important as you
grow, particularly when your site
reaches thousands of pages. At
some point, you might opt to
exclude less important categories
to ensure your more important
pages get a larger cut of your
crawl budget.
Ankit Bagga
Growth Consultant
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Check your website’s site map
A site map is a list of all pages on your site. It serves as a handy guide for Google to know
which pages to crawl. If your site is built on a platform like WordPress, plenty of plug-ins
exist to help create your site map. But if yours is a custom site, you’ll need to make your
own.
It’s important to maintain an error-free site map. The following steps will help keep it up-todate and Google-friendly:
STEP 1
Within Google Search Console, go to the Crawl tab in the menu, then select “Sitemaps.”
STEP 2
Under the bar graph, identify when the site map was last submitted.
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STEP 3
Click the Web pages tab above the bar graph.
This will highlight the amount of pages submitted in your sitemap (and how many were
actually indexed). You can also see if Google found any errors here.

STEP 4
Type site:yourwebsite.com into Google’s search.
This will return all the indexed pages Google finds on your site.
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Check internal links
If you don’t have a sitemap, Google navigates your site just as a user would: by clicking links
in your navigation bar and body copy. Therefore, you want to be sure the navigation bar links
to top pages on your site. Otherwise, you’re sending the wrong signal to Google and may
prevent users from finding key information. Here’s how to check your internal links:
STEP 1
Open Google Search Console.
STEP 2
Under the Search Traffic tab, click Internal Links.
This will display all accessible internal links on your website.
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Check external links
You may be wondering, “How does Google know my site exists in the first place?” The answer:
through the grace of links from other websites. Here’s how to discern who’s linking to you:
STEP 1
Open Google Search Console.
STEP 2
Under the Search Traffic tab, select Links to Your Site.
This will provide an overview of all domains linking to your website.
Unfortunately, this report doesn’t
tell much about the value of
those links. For instance, links
from Quora are “no-follow” links
by default, which means they
don’t count toward your site’s
popularity and, therefore, don’t
have much SEO value.
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Check for HTML errors
Correcting HTML errors drastically improves your click-through rates on pages that appear in
search engines. Here’s how to spot them:
STEP 1
Open Google Search Console.
STEP 2
Under the Search Appearance tab, click HTML Improvements
Here, you’ll see recommended HTML improvements (like removing duplicate meta
descriptions and duplicate title tags). For a more in-depth HTML check, run your pages
through the W3C Markup Validation Service.
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Check your page architecture
Semantics matter to Google, so make sure your site’s code is structurally sound. Having the correct header tags (like <H1>,
<H2>, etc.) is especially important. Use these steps to ensure you’re not being penalized on this front:
STEP 1
Right click within your browser to open the page inspector tool.

STEP 2
Highlight your website’s title and body text.
Here, you can see whether these
elements have proper HTML tags.
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Check for alt text in images
Images that don’t include alt text will not show up in Google Image Search, and Google won’t know what the
images are relevant to. Thus, untagged photos and graphics won’t boost the page’s relevance. To check for alt text:
STEP 1
Right click within your browser to open the page inspector tool.
STEP 2
Hover over an image on your website.
Inspect the source code for alt text for the image.
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STEP 3
If no alt text appears, add it by editing the photo information in your content management system (CMS).

Check for open graph tags
Graph tags ensure the right content appears when your company (or a user) shares your site’s content on social
media. To make sure these tags are accurate:
STEP 1
Visit the page you want to examine, and right-click to open the page inspector tool
STEP 2
In your site inspection tool, find “meta property” tags with “og” in the <head> part of the page.
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RELEVANCY
Google rankings are all about relevancy. That’s what makes the search engine so
valuable. People expect to find high-value results when they use Google. Therefore,
your site must be up to par.
You can achieve relevance two ways:
Target a set of keywords and create relevant content around those
Discern which keywords you already rank for, then adjust your content strategy around
those to improve your ranking.

Google rankings are all about relevancy. That’s what makes the search engine so valuable.
People expect to find high-value results when they use Google. Therefore, your site must
be up to par.
The choice is yours, and your decision will likely depend on company goals and current
development phase.
Whatever you decide, there are key areas to focus on for improving your site’s ranking...
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Look at search analytics
Google Search Console is, again, uniquely helpful in seeing which keywords lead to clicks on your site. To view
search analytics:
STEP 1
Open Google Search Console.
STEP 2
Under the Search Traffic tab, click Search Analytics.
Google Search Console is, again, uniquely helpful in seeing which keywords lead to clicks on your site. To view
search analytics:
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STEP 3
Scroll down to see impressions and clicks for the queries in which your business came
up in the search.

Pro Tip
Make sure to separate these
brand queries from other
keyword searches to really
home in on what’s working.
You can also filter your data
by device type and country,
providing an even more indepth look at search traffic.
Ankit Bagga
Growth Consultant

Bear in mind that searches related to your company’s name don’t count as organic search.
Most people will type in the company name instead of its site URL, so this traffic is
different than other searches.
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Optimize your website for search engines
On-page SEO means optimizing individual webpages so they rank higher on search engine results. Both content
and HTML code can be optimized for search, so be diligent about testing these, building in keywords, and writing
semantic content and code to boost performance. In short, here’s what to do:
STEP 1
Determine one to three keywords you wish to rank and optimize for.
STEP 2
Add these keywords naturally to page titles, descriptions, headings, body content, image titles, alt text,
and URLs.
But don’t get carried away. Google may penalize you for “keyword stuffing,” the practice of forcing too many
keywords into content that causes it to read stilted or unnatural.
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Optimize your blog content for search engines with this checklist
Now that you know how to optimize a web page for SEO, you should do the same for any content you publish online,
whether its for your own blog or guest post for another publication.
When auditing content for SEO, make sure these elements are present:
Primary target keyword is in the URL.
Primary keyword is in the title of the page or blog post, ideally at the beginning of the
title. Also include your primary keyword in at least one subheader.
Primary target keyword is in the page/post’s meta description.
Primary target keyword is included in the first 100 words of your post or page.
Primary keyword is included in the file name, alt text, and description of your images.
Your title has an <H1> headline tag, and subheaders use <H2>headline tags.
Insert at least 2-3 long-tail keywords and LSI keywords naturally into your post or page.
Social sharing buttons to promote engagement.
Long-form content with 1,600+ words.
Your page speed and load time are optimized for a better user experience.
Your page is secure with an HTTPS certificate.
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Your page has at least 2-3 internal links to relevant content.
The content of your page answers one or more questions, and is relevant and high quality.
Add schema markup to your pages’ HTML code to help search engines understand the
data on those pages.

Pro Tip
Google’s Structured Data
Markup Helper makes this
step easy
Ankit Bagga
Growth Consultant

Most importantly, you should be creating content that answers a question or
solves a problem for your target audience, like “how-to” guides or e-books.
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AUTHORITY
The biggest mistake marketers make when it comes to SEO is taking an “if you
build it, they will come” mentality — if they create quality content, source
premium images, conduct good keyword research, and optimize on-page
factors, a boost in rankings will occur naturally.
But that’s not the case. Even accessible, relevant sites will flop in search rankings if
they lack authority. Unless reputable publications and sites link to you, your rank
will remain low. It’s essential to not only publish quality content, but to also share
it widely and encourage shares and backlinks.
Tweak the following metrics to boost your authority score:
Find your domain page authority
Domain authority is a score, on a 100-point scale, developed by Moz to predict how well a
website will rank. To check for domain page authority:
STEP 1
Open Moz’s Open Site Explorer and enter your site’s URL.
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Pro Tip
Pages ranked at No. 1 have an
average of 168 percent more
backlinks than those at No. 5 —
having the top spot can lead to
six times more traffic.
Ankit Bagga
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STEP 2
Under “Authority,” find your Domain Authority and Page Authority scores.

Pro Tip
If you don’t have Moz, Ahrefs
will also display your company’s
domain authority.
Ankit Bagga
Growth Consultant

You can also use Open Site Explorer to view your competitors’ domain authority numbers.

Look at link quality
There is a direct correlation between number of links and domain authority. Assuming all things
are equal, the more links, the better: The number of domains linking to your site is almost as
important as the total number of links. However, multiple links from the same source may seem
spammy and will carry less weight than having multiple websites linking to your site and pages.
The quality of your links is imperative. If someone who has a high domain authority links to you,
that endorsement can be worth hundreds or thousands of links from less-trusted sites. On the
other hand, when a blog that’s unrelated to your core topics and keywords links to you, it’s a strike
against you. If that happens too many times, Google may penalize your site.
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Quick tactics for generating high-quality backlinks
The first step toward getting people to link to your site? Create
content they want to consume. That’s really the driving force
behind high-quality backlinks. Develop engaging, valuable
content and then promote, promote, promote.

Look for opportunities to link to old content that becomes
relevant again through a particular industry event or
milestone. Even better, update popular content and do a more
in-depth piece to garner a fresh wave of interest.

We recommend identifying the keywords people are
searching, and then building blog posts and longer-form
pieces around those. You can also analyze competitor content
that ranks well to discern what resonates with your market. Use
Google Trends to discover topics people are actively searching.

Internal link-building is a good way to build authority as well,
so make sure your old blog posts link to new ones (and vice
versa). Be sure to check your backlink profile: Is it up-to-date? If
you find a broken link, reach out to whomever shared it and ask
him to update it with the current URL.

Creating timely content is key to boosting your exposure
(which increase chances of backlinks), so look for news hooks
around which you can write a blog post or pitch a guest article
to an industry publication. This positions your company as an
authority and creates incentives for followers and influencers to
link to your site.

An easy way to score a content win is to peek at your
competitors’ broken links. Build your own posts and videos
around those topics to deliver unique value in your market.

Landing interviews for articles, TV segments, and podcasts
is great for credibility-boosting, too. Build relationships with
journalists and bloggers who often interview experts for timely
insights in their coverage areas.
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Speaking of delivering value, industry reports and studies
always generate links, so publishing comprehensive guides
or lists will attract serious shares. You can also ask if a site is
interested in linking to your resources. As long as what you’re
offering is relevant to their audience, it never hurts to inquire.

Check for anchor text
The anchor text a website uses to link to you also matters. For example, some website
called AnkitBagga a “growth marketing consultant.” This is far more beneficial to me than if
the website simply linked to me as ankitbagga.com. Why? Google will associate us more
strongly with the keywords “marketing,” “agency,” and “data-driven.”
However, don’t try to game the system. If a high percentage of your links have the same
anchor text (or too many have anchor text, period), Google might penalize your site. If you’re
prompting partners to link to you through anchor text, ensure they use a variety of related
keywords to be safe.
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Need helping finding anchor links? Use Ahrefs!
STEP 1
Open Ahrefs and input your website.
STEP 2
Click on the Anchors tab in the menu on the left side of your screen. On this page,
you’ll see the anchor text, the number of referring domains, the number of do-follow
links, and the number of referring pages.
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Check your branded keywords
Check how the search results page look for your brand keywords. One way to do this is to use
Ahrefs’ Advertising Research toolkit.
STEP 1
Open Ahrefs and enter your domain into the advertising research tool.
STEP 2
Scroll down to paid search positions to find your top paid keywords. If you’re bidding
on branded keywords, this is the best place to see where your ads are ranking.
Alternatively, you can run a
simple Google search for your
company’s name to see if there
are any competitors bidding
on paid keywords and stealing
your traffic. If so, make sure you
outbid them.
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See how your brand is displayed in searches
In addition, there are a few other things you should check for in your branded searches.
First, make sure your meta descriptions provide relevant information about your business to
improve your click-through rates.
Next, are your sitelinks showing up? Unfortunately, you can’t control if your sitelinks appear
or not, but Google recommends that you “make sure you use anchor text and alt text that’s
informative, compact, and avoids repetition.”
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Is there a Knowledge Panel showing up?
If not, consider adding structured data
markup to your website. This will allow
you to display important information
about your business in knowledge
cards, like your physical location contact
information, official company name, logo,
and social profile information.
If your social media profiles are on the
first SERP, are they regularly updated?
Use social media scheduling tools like
Hootsuite or Buffer to make sure your
social media accounts are always updated.
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Pro Tip
Use Google’s Data Markup
Helper to make this process a
lot easier.
Ankit Bagga
Growth Consultant

Analyze social sharing activity

Pro Tip

Use Buzzsumo to see which articles have been shared the most on social media and analyze
what type of content gets the most engagement--both yours and your competitors.

This is also a great place to find
out what topics are most liked
by your and your competition’s
audience? From the report above
we can easily see that 3 out of 6
most popular articles are related
to SEO.

Start by looking at engagement on specific articles.
STEP 1
Login to Buzzsumo and go to the Content Research tab.
STEP 2
Enter your blog or website domain.
STEP 3
Sort by Total Engagements to see all of your posts with the most social media engagements.
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Analyze engagement on social media networks

Which social media platforms drive the highest average engagement for your business?
Use BuzzSumo to figure it out! Here’s how:
STEP 1
Open BuzzSumo and navigate to the content research tab.
STEP 2
Next, click the Content Analysis tab and enter your website’s domain.
STEP 3
Finally, scroll down to find the Average Engagements by Network. This will display
the social media platforms with the highest engagement.
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Compare engagement by content type

Now, it’s time to determine that type of content gets the highest average engagement.
We’ll use BuzzSumo to find this information.
STEP 1
Open BuzzSumo and navigate to the content research tab.
STEP 2
Next, click the Content Analysis tab and enter your website’s domain.
STEP 3
Finally, scroll down to find the Average Engagements by Content Type. And voila!
You’ll see what types of content have earned the most engagements.
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Compare engagement by content length

Dozens of studies support the claim that content with 2000+ words often rank higher in
search engines and generally perform better. But does a 2000+ word article work for your
audience? Here’s how to find out:
STEP 1
Open BuzzSumo and navigate to the content research tab.
STEP 2
Next, click the Content Analysis tab and enter your website’s domain.
STEP 3
Finally, scroll down to find the Average Engagements by Content Length. Now,
you’ll be able to find out whether long form content works for your business or not.
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Getting started with your SEO audit
Ready to kick off your SEO audit? Here’s a checklist of all of the elements you should cover and the tools you’ll need.

Tools You’ll Need:
BuzzSumo
Google Search Console
Page Inspector Tool
Ahrefs
Google’s Data Markup
Helper (optional)
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SEO Audit Checklist:
Check for site errors in Google
Search Console
Check for URL errors

Optimize your website for search engines
Optimize your blog content with on-page SEO checklist (See
page 50)

Check your crawl stats

Find your domain page authority

Check your website’s site map

Read our quick tactics for generating high-quality backlinks

Check internal links

Check for anchor text

Check external links

Check your branded keywords

Check for HTML errors

See how your brand is displayed in searches

Check your page architecture

Analyze social sharing activity

Check for alt text in images

Analyze engagement on social media networks

Check for open graph tags

Compare engagement by content type

Look at search analytics

Compare engagement by content length

CHAPTER 4

Paid Advertising (PPC) Audit
Here’s an exciting fact about conducting a pay-per-click (PPC) audit: It’s the single fastest and
easiest way to enhance your marketing performance. PPC is hyper-measurable, and any changes
you make occur immediately, so you can see the effects in real time.
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HOW TO AUDIT PPC CAMPAIGNS
To conduct your PPC audit, segment your data by variables such as audience,
creative, location, or device (though there are others, too). Your goal is to find
the best and worst of each category. In other words, which drive performance
and which drag it down?
Then, you can analyze the differences between the best and worst performers.
After you’ve extracted the trends, recommend solutions that will drive better
numbers across the board.

*NOTE: In this ebook we run through PPC audits for AdWords and Facebook Ads, but
the process is the same for LinkedIn Ads, Twitter Ads, Outbrain, Quora Ads,
and any other PPC platform.
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GOOGLE ADWORDS
Select a time period and KPIs
Select a date range that will show enough data for you to be able to analyze them. 3 months
is often enough but feel free to use a longer time period if you need more data.
Look at your full marketing funnel for this period — from impression through conversion —
as well as the cost and revenue metrics - click Modify Columns in the dropdown menu.
We recommend adding the following KPIs:
Impressions

Average CPC

Clicks

Conversions

CTR

Conversion rate

Cost

Cost/conversion

Average CPM

Average position

These metrics will provide an early view into a campaign’s efficiency and profitability. You can
also save these columns to reuse later.
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Segment by day of week

Pro Tip

Now you can discover which weekdays see the best performance. Addressing any differences
between days can lead to immediate performance gains. To identify the winners and the
laggards select the Ad schedule tab, then Day from the top menu (in the new AdWords version).

Dig a little deeper and see
if the trends you identify
hold for each campaign. As
a rule of thumb, you need
30 conversions average, per
segment, to draw reliable
conclusions.
Ankit Bagga
Growth Consultant
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Segment by hour of day
You can drill down even further by identifying how much your cost per action is at certain times
of the day. To do this, select the Hour tab.

Modify your bids accordingly to decrease the amount you’re paying during non-peak times. To
do so, head over to Ad Schedule tab, and change your numbers.
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Segment by location
Another easy PPC win is to check performance by location. To do so, select the Locations tab
from the menu on the left.
This will display countries
and territories, regions,
metropolitan areas, cities, and
other location data.
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Segment by device
As we said earlier, mobile performance is hugely important. However, you want to know how you’re performing across all
devices. To view your Adwords campaign performance on desktop, tablet, and mobile, select Device from the menu on the left.
This will display your campaigns
and their performance numbers
on desktop and mobile devices.

Segment by landing page
To view how your custom landing pages are performing go to the Landing pages tab.
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Segment by search query
Get a high-level view of which search queries are driving performance by opening Google AdWords and
clicking on the Dimensions tab toward the top of the page, then filtering your search from there.

Analyze competitors’ PPC activity
Using a tool like SpyFu allows you to see what your competitors are doing PPC-wise. To check
how their ad budget was like in the past months or years:
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STEP 1
Go to the “PPC Research” tab and select “Competitors”.
STEP 2
Enter your domain in the top search bar.
STEP 3
Choose which companies you’d like to compare yourself against.
STEP 4
See how much they’re spending now and how that has been changing over time.
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Next, go to the “PPC Keywords” tab and enter your competitor’s domain in the top search bar.
Here, you’ll be able to check
the exact keywords they’re
bidding on, CPC of each
keyword, monthly search
volume, and the position of
their ad. This data will help
you decide if you should
also bid on these phrases in
order to get some of your
competitors’ traffic.
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*NOTE: If you’re looking for inspiration for your ad copy, you can steal your
competitors’ ideas by seeing exactly how their most successful ads look like
and how long they’ve been running.
To do that, go to the “Ad History” tab. On the right hand side you can see the “Top Ads” section,
meaning - ads that have been running the longest (so most likely the most successful ones).
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AdWords Audit Checklist:
Is the AdWords tracking code implemented properly on your site?
Use a Chrome extension called Google Tag Assistant to check that.

How many ad variations are you testing per ad group? You
should aim for at least three.

Make sure you don’t have any duplicate keywords in your ad
groups so that you don’t compete with yourself.

Is your budget adjusted according to ad performance?

Did you add negative keywords that might bring traffic not
relevant to your business?
Are similar keywords grouped together?
Do your ads target only locations where your business operates?
Is your landing page messaging congruent with keywords and
ad copy?
Is the landing page path descriptive so that people know what
to expect after clicking your ad?
Did you place keywords in ad copy (especially headline)?

Are your campaigns set to run in search only or Google Display
Network too? Search + GDN is the default option when creating
AdWords campaigns.
Are you targeting all devices? If you’re promoting an app it might
be worth either reducing bids on desktops and tablets or excluding
them altogether.
Did you link AdWords and GA accounts?
Are there any campaigns that perform well but are limited by
budget? Are there any campaigns underperforming that should
have their budget cut?

Do your ads have a clear call to action?

Are there any remarketing campaigns implemented?

Did you double check your ad copy for spelling mistakes?

Are you using a consistent naming convention for your
campaigns? I use “T” for test number, “A” for audience, and “C” for
creative.

Are you using ad extensions? They are proven to increase CTRs so
it’s a no-brainer to add them to your ads.
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Are conversions tracked properly?

FACEBOOK ADS
Similarly to the AdWords audit, you’ll want to navigate through your Facebook
Ads campaigns - breaking them into interesting segments and looking for
performance deltas (big ups or big downs).
Here’s a few additional Facebook-specific breakdowns to include:
Campaign overview
Check what volumes of traffic and conversion your campaigns are driving to your site and
how much on average a conversion costs you.
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Ad sets
Which of your target audiences perform best? Are your ad set budgets adjusted to match
their performance?

Pro Tip
An ad set needs at least 30-50
conversions a week for Facebook
to deliver it efficiently. It would
make sense to combine the
smaller ad sets into a larger
audience with larger budget
which will gather more data thus
allowing Facebook to optimize
delivery and make the most of
your money.
Ankit Bagga
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In the example above we can see that the cost per conversion is very high. There are too
many ad sets in the campaign, which doesn’t allow Facebook to optimize them properly.
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Ads
How many ads are there in your ad sets? Test several different ads to know what type of imagery
and messaging resonates best with a given audience and then scale the most effective ones.
Isn’t their frequency too high? This will cause banner blindness and your prices to go up. What’s
the maximum frequency? It really depends but you should keep an eye on your campaigns’
performance. If the CPC starts to increase too rapidly, then it’s a sign for a creative refresh.
Are all ads UTM-tagged? In order to track your campaigns in GA, you have to tag all your URLs. If
you’ve never done this before, you can use Google’s URL builder.

Relevance scores are very low
in this example. Low relevance
means higher price and lower
reach. This metric is calculated
mostly based on how well your
ad is performing (is it converting)
and user response (are people
clicking the ad, viewing the video,
hiding the ad etc.).
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Do your ads have engagement? Engagement (reactions,
comments, shares), if positive, works as social proof, which is a
strong factor deciding if people will want to buy from you or
use your services.
Are you moderating negative and spam comments? They make
a bad impression about your ad and decrease your credibility.
Are you interacting with users commenting on your ads? This
shows others that you actually care about your customers and
their opinions.
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CHAPTER 5

Email (CRM) Audit
Similarly to the PPC walkthrough above, you’ll want to breakdown your email activity into
aggregate segments (accounts wide, campaign type, etc) as well as more narrow segments (day
of send, time of send, subscriber demographics, subject lines, etc).
We often find that exporting all data as a csv and using Excel or Google Sheets is the best
way to perform analysis here - it just offers much easier maneuverability and segment/pivot
customization.
Keeping this section a bit more streamlined, below you’ll find suggested questions you should
look to answer in your analysis (as they’re likely to provide fruitful insights):
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What is your delivery rate?
Large number of bounced email addresses will hurt your sender reputation and decrease the
chance of emails landing in the primary inbox. If your delivery rate is below 95% it should be
a warning sign that your list needs cleaning.

How does your open rate, click rate and revenue per click vary by days
and hours of sending?
Test it and send emails when there’s highest possibility that recipients will engage with
your content.
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How often are your emails sent?
Contrary to what many people think, increasing the frequency can increase the overall
performance - and it’s free! Users tend to start unsubscribing only after 4 emails a week.
Remember to always test it first on a smaller segment of your mailing list.
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Are you sending a welcome email right after people make a purchase or
subscribe on your site? Is it personalized?
Such emails show that you actually care about your customers and listen to their feedback.
You can take this tactic to the next level by including a member of your team in CC and
letting users know who they can contact in case they have any questions.
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Do you have a drip sequence set up delivering educational emails to new
leads/customers?
For example, you’re a SaaS company you should have a couple of emails scheduled to your
leads that explain features and benefits of your product.
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Do you have a newsletter? If so, what type of content performs best?
Are your emails optimized for mobile devices?
How does their performance compare to those opened on desktops?

Are your emails UTM-tagged?
This way you will be able to track their performance and actions users take on your site after
coming from a given email. Here’s again Google’s campaign UTM builder that helps you do that.

Are you testing all elements of your emails (subject lines, text style, CTAs,
sender name, images/no images) and doubling down on those that perform best?
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Do you have a sender avatar set up?
Adding it will make your emails look much less generic and stand out from all the newsletters
your subscribers get every day. This is especially relevant on mobile, where an avatar is visible
before opening the email.
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CHAPTER 6

User Experience (UX) Audit
Here’s where everything really comes together. In your analytics, SEO, and PPC audits, you’re
looking at the numbers and discerning the stories they tell. But your UX audit is all about the
people. At the end of the day, we’re marketing to real people with real thoughts, preferences, and
opinions. And that’s who we need to optimize for.
UX auditing and testing are important because sometimes we’re too close to our own sites to see
what’s really going on. When you iterate a page or campaign all day, you know everything about
it. The navigation is intuitive to you.
But that’s not always the case for the end user. In fact, an irritating or confusing site could be
hurting your conversion rate, and you’d never know unless you tested it. In this section, we’ll
discuss how to create a high-performing user experience worthy of your brand.
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CUSTOMER INTERVIEWS
Sometimes the best way to gather feedback is to engage your users directly. One option is to
conduct monitored usability tests in person or via webcam: This way, you’ll ideally get them
chatting so you can track how they’d organically use your site. You can also arrange small
focus group sessions (5 to 10 people) to learn what they want from your product.
Net Promoter Score surveys elicit revealing insights, too. In these surveys, customers answer
one simple question about your company: “On a scale of one to 10, how likely is it that you’d
recommend [brand] to a friend or colleague?” The folks at Zapier recommend sending this
survey via email to “1/90th of your users every day for 90 days.”

CONVERSION JOURNEY ANALYSIS
As you through through your customer’s journey, ask yourself the following questions below.
If the answer is “no”, it might be an opportunity for improving your conversion rate.
As you discover UX/UI elements that don’t answer a key question well, or don’t function well,
or could be improved - screenshot them for future reference (include the screenshot in your
audit report for immediate context).
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Pro Tip
For e-commerce businesses,
“sending a survey right after
someone orders” may generate
the most valuable responses.
Ankit Bagga
Growth Consultant

Pro Tip
Check your competitors and
compliments/partner websites
to see how they answer these
questions
Ankit Bagga
Growth Consultant

Homepage hero section
The above the fold section should answer 3 key questions within the first couple of seconds
after landing on it:
Where am I? (logo of the company)
What can I do here? (what is your product/service and how can I buy it/subscribe)
Why should I do it here and not somewhere else? (how is your product/service better/different
than that of competitors)

Other important elements to consider:
Is the hero image relevant to your business?
Is the text font large enough and contrasting with background?
Is there a prominent CTA button contrasting with background?
Is the navigation clear and doesn’t contain any irrelevant links?

Take a look at the image below… does it answer those key questions? Does your website?
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Homepage midsection
Is your product/service explained clearly and benefits are presented?
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Are there any social proof elements e.g. customer testimonials, logos of clients, ratings from
aggregator websites?
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Footer
Testimonial, navigation and call to action is best practice… does your
page footer include these elements?
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Mobile
How does your website look on mobile
devices? Does all content scale down well?

Signup page
Does your signup form have any unnecessary fields that are causing people to
abandon the signup process?
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If you really need to collect more information from users, is your signup form split into couple steps?

Are you giving users the option to sign up using other accounts (Facebook, Google, GitHub)?
If you have password rules, are they shown either before or during filling out the password field?
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Pricing page
How easy is it for users to tell the difference between your pricing plans?
How many pricing plans do you offer?
More than 4 is too much and causes decision fatigue.

If there are any non-obvious features, are they explained (e.g. using tooltips)?
Is the plan you want people to choose highlighted?
Are you using easy to understand plan names (e.g. basic, plus, premium)?
Are you using any credibility indicators (free trial, credit card logos, secure
checkout, money-back guarantee, client logos)?
Are you using any psychological tactics to incentivize people to take action
(scarcity, anchoring)?
Are you using CTA text language indicating what will happen next after
selecting a given plan?
Do you offer annual pricing (encourage people to select this option by
offering a discount compared to monthly pricing)?
Do you have an FAQ section answering all sales objections users may have at
this point?
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Follow the same steps to see how your best competitors (or other high-achieving companies
in general) have their funnels designed, take their best ideas and test them on your website.
There’s no need to reinvent the wheel.
Lastly, the core question you should always ask is: Can I reduce friction here to make
conversion easier (while maintaining quality)?
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Conclusion
What makes a Growth Audit so impactful is that it is, in fact, a website audit, marketing audit,
SEO audit, email audit, PPC audit, analytics audit, and a competitor audit all wrapped into one
- with funnel analysis baked in throughout (traffic, conversion, retention, referral).
The question your Growth Audit will help answer is a common one amongst marketers,
executives, directors, and business owners alike… “Where exactly should I invest to see the
best return and growth for my business?”

*NOTE:
If you’d rather have an expert tackle your audit to ensure you’re not missing or
misinterpreting anything, you can book a free discovery call at www.ankitbagga.com

BOOK A FREE DISCOVERY CALL
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Growth Marketing Audits are a
lot of work, but they’re worth the
time and resources because of the
insights you gain.
Ankit Bagga
Growth Consultant

www.ankitbagga.com
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